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Les Catalans manifestent en faveur de 
leur indépendance
Published: 12 September 2012

Des centaines de milliers de Catalans sont descendus dans les rues de Barcelone hier 
(11 septembre) pour réclamer l’indépendance de leur région. Ils accusent la crise 
économique de l’Espagne de tirer la Catalogne plus riche vers le bas.

Background

When Spain returned to democracy in the mid-1970s, regions such as Catalonia and the 
Basque Country saw a vibrant resurgence of their culture and languages that had been 
crushed during the dictatorship of Francisco Franco.

Catalans speak a language similar to, but distinct from, the Castillian Spanish spoken in 
the rest of Spain. The region accounts for 15% of Spain's population but 20% of its 
economy.

With Spain's economy in freefall from the euro zone debt crisis, Catalans complain of 
paying billions of euros more in taxes than they receive back from Madrid, even as their 
regional government has been forced to fire workers and cut services.

Although Catalonia's unemployment is somewhat lower than Spain's as a whole – 22% 
instead of more than 24% - the region has suffered badly due to the Spanish debt crisis.

There are 700,000 jobless in Catalonia. The government cannot borrow from financial 
markets to pay bills because, like other Spanish regions, it saw its debt downgraded to 
junk.

Surging unemployment and financial disarray have stoked a fever of separatism in 
Catalonia, a comparatively prosperous part of Spain whose leaders say their wealth is 
being sucked dry by the central government.

Crowds waved red and yellow striped Catalan flags - one of the oldest still in use in 
Europe - and sang the Catalan anthem on a national day marking the conquest of 
Catalonia by Spain's King Philip V in 1714 after a 13 month siege of Barcelona.

The central government said the crowd was 600,000 strong. Catalan police gave figures 
as high as 1.5 million.

Marchers said the sheer size of the crowd - swollen with people from around the region 
who descended on its capital in bright sunshine - would at last make Madrid hear their 
message.
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